
Topic 11: Chapter III 
Separation between the Executive and Legislative 
- In Australia, the Separation of Powers doctrine is incomplete because Parliament may 

delegate some of its legislative authority to the Executive (Victorian Stevedoring) 
● E.g. subordinate legislation, delegated legislation, regulations or rules 

- Commonwealth: however, the [Commonwealth law] will still be valid if it breaches the 
separation of judicial power doctrine (even if it comes under a head of power) 

- State: however, the [state law] will still be invalid if it breaches the separation of judicial 
power doctrine 

- We must consider whether judicial power or non-judicial power was exercised 
 
Indications of Judicial Power 

- Judicial power is not clearly defined by legislature or common law Huddart Parker per 
Griffith CJ) 

- Instead, the Court will look to indicia (factors/indicators) of Judicial Power (Brandy) 
● Power to make binding and enforceable decisions indicates judicial power (Brandy) 

○ Probably the strongest indicator - the others are not at all conclusive (Brandy; 
Thomas) 

○ Binding conclusiveness: 
■ E.g. if next level is appeal then that indicates judicial power (Brandy) 

● Counter: if next level hearing de novo then that indicates 
non-judicial power (Luton v Lessels) 

○ Enforceability: 
■ E.g. Brandy: registration of decision in Federal Court 

● Power to make a decisions regarding or clarifying existing rights and duties indicates 
judicial power 

○ See Thomas 
○ Counter: the creation of new rights and duties is characteristic of non-judicial 

power (Thomas) 
● Narrow discretion indicated judicial power (Huddart Parker per Griffith CJ) 

○ Counter: the broader the power, the more likely it is to be a non-judicial 
power 

■ E.g. Spicer, Thomas per Hayne J dissent: power not bound by legal 
standards 

■ E.g. Wilson: advisory report not bound by legal standards  
● Existence of a controversy indicates judicial power (Huddart Parker per Griffith CJ) 
● A power which is historically considered to be a judicial power is likely to be judicial 

power even if it creates new rights and duties, confers broad discretion and acts in 
absence of controversy (Thomas) 

○ E.g. control orders, bail 
 
Separation of Judicial Power: Commonwealth 
First Principle: 

- Judicial power may only be exercised by Chapter III courts (Wheat case) 
- Chapter III courts are established under section 71 and include: 

● High Court 
● Federal Courts created by Parliament 

○ Federal Court 



○ Family Court 
○ Federal Circuit Court - because vested with Federal jurisdiction 
○ State Supreme Courts 
○ Magistrates’ Court (Totani; section 77(iii)) 

- A judge of Chapter III court must have tenure until age 70 - (section 72; Wheat case; 
Waterside Workers) 

- Tenure alone is not determinative; the Court must be a CHapter III court under section 71 
(Boilermakers) 

● May also look to the functions of the court and determine whether it has a judicial 
function and is exercising judicial power (Boilermakers) 

- Registering a decision in a Chapter III court does not allow the non-Chapter III court to 
exercise judicial power (Brandy) 

● Such methods are too artificial  
- If non-Chapter III court is exercising judicial power, it is in breach of the separation of 

judicial power unless one of the exception applies 
Exceptions 

1. Delegation of judicial power is permissible subject to two conditions (Harris) 
a. The judge must continue to bear the major responsibility for the exercise of judicial 

power 
b. Availability of a hearing de novo (all the evidence is heard again) 

2. Discrete Exceptions: 
a. Parliament can punish for contempt of Parliament (section 49; R v Richards) 
b. Military tribunals can exercise judicial power (R v Bevan) 
c. Public service disciplinary tribunals can discipline public servants (R v White) 

 
Second Principle  

- Federal courts may not exercise non-judicial power (Boilermakers) 
● They may only exercise Federal, not State judicial power (Re Wakim) 

Exceptions 
1. Incidental powers 

● Courts may exercise those non-judicial powers which are incidental to the effective 
exercise of their judicial function (Joske) 

● Federal Courts may exercise accrued jurisdiction over State law when the exercise of 
such jurisdiction is incidental to the determination of Federal issues in a case (Re 
Wakin per McHugh J) 

○ E.g. Joske: industrial court was allowed the power to restructure Trade 
Unions (non-judicial power) because it was incidental to invalidating Trade 
Union rules (JP) 

2. Persona designata 
● Judges may act in non-judicial roles in their personal, as opposed to official capacity 

(Grollo) 
● Limitations: 

○ Consent: judge must consent to the conferral of non-judicial power 
○ Incompatibility:  

■ The exercise of non-judicial power must not be incompatible with the 
judge's role as a judge 

● E.g. cannot take up too much time 



■ The exercise of non-judicial power must not be incompatible with the 
institutional integrity of the judiciary 

● E.g. Grollo per McHugh J dissent: 
○ Public confidence undermined if they allowed a 

public agency to invade privacy of citizens 
○ Institutional integrity undermined because it makes 

judges part of the investigative process since judges 
hardly ever say no 

■ Must also consider the 3-step test for incompatibility (Wilson) 
1. Is the non-judicial function closely connected with the 

functions of the legislature or executive? 
● If not: there is no constitutional incompatibility 
● If yes: go to next step 

2. Must the non-judicial function be performed independently 
of the instruction, advice or wish of the legislature or 
executive? 

● If not: there is constitutional incompatibility 
○ E.g. Wilson: Federal Court judge was not 

necessarily required to act independently of 
the minister so incompatible  

● If yes: next step 
3. Does the non-judicial function involve the exercise of 

discretion on political grounds or is a judicial manner of 
performance required  

● If a judicial manner of performance is not required - 
incompatibility will be established 

○ E.g. Wilson: no judicial standard of 
performance required so incompatible 

● If judicial manner required: no incompatibility  
 


